ISLANDER: A NEW MUSICAL

Helen Milne Productions

Company Contact: Helen Milne
info@helenmilne.com
+44 (0)7834 769 882

Stage area dimensions: Minimum performance space required is 6m x 6m.

Lighting requirements: The production can be performed with no stage lighting under natural light or with lighting in full black out conditions.

Sound requirements: Minimum requirements: PA with 2 speakers, audio mixing desk with minimum 2 line input, 2 handheld microphones plus appropriate cabling. The company will provide 1 loop pedal and station.

Number in touring company: 3 - 2 performers and 1 Technical Stage Manager.

Touring availability: Autumn 2019 onwards.

Any additional touring info: The work can be presented to smaller audiences (under 100) in theatre studios or a variety of non-traditional spaces. It can also play to larger audiences (over 100) in spaces with a raked seating bank. The show is performed in-the-round. There is potential for the work to be restaged in a thrust/end-on format. For a detailed technical spec and touring availability please contact the company.